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Let’s Go on Safari!
KATE GILMAN WILLIAMS & MICHELLE CAMPBELL

What happens when 8-year-old Kate, on safari in South 
Africa with her family, meets Michelle, a professional 
wildlife guide? The two new friends – one from America, 
the other from South Africa – turn their adventures into 
a lively book in which they share facts and secrets about 
the African bushveld. At the same time, they show how 
young children everywhere can become advocates for 
wild animals.

Let’s Go on Safari! combines daily entries in Kate’s 
African safari journal with insights from Michelle about 
the bushveld and wildlife. Kate discovers the wonders of 
wildlife contrasted with the threats that animals face. She 
is inspired to make a difference.

The book provides examples of small-scale, achievable 
animal advocacy projects that kids can initiate in their 
own communities and schools.

Let’s Go on Safari! has been endorsed by significant 
conservation bodies, including the Jane Goodall 
Institute, the Sheldrick Wildlife Trust and Global Wildlife 
Conservation, an organisation working around the world 
to save endangered animals.
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Kate Gilman Williams lives in Austin, Texas. Following on 
from her African safari experiences, she has become an 
outspoken animal advocate, with regular television and 
radio appearances and a strong social media profile.

Michelle Campbell was born in South Africa. After a brief 
stint working as an economist, she followed her dreams 
to become a safari guide. Today she runs Wild Wonderful 
World, where she works on a variety of conservation 
projects, advocates for wildlife and encourages children 
– through education and exposure – to get involved in 
saving wildlife.
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